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1 INTRODUCTION TO ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF STRUCTURES 

IN FIRE SITUATION 

During a fire, the mechanical response of the structure can be considered as the last one among 
different events illustrated in figure 1. It is also one of the most important impacts created by 
fire to building structures. 
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Figure 1 Resistance to fire – chain of event 

 

It should be noted that the mechanical response of a structure under fire situation is directly 

related to how it behaves once subjected to fire. In general, the reaction of a structure to fire 

may be summarised as follows (see also figure 2): 

• temperature rise called also as thermal response induced by the heat transfer from fire 

• once the structure is heated, it will deform according to a thermal expansion coefficient 

which is usually positive 

• at the same time, an important temperature rise will lead to a material softening so the loss 

of both stiffness and strength of the structure creating therefore additional structural 

deformation 
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• In some cases, the loss of strength and stiffness becomes so important that the structure is 

no longer capable of bearing the applied loads and collapse will occur consequently 
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Figure 2 How does structure react to fire 

It is not difficult to understand the general behaviour of a structure under fire situation. But it is 

extremely important for an engineer to be able to predict in an accurate way the structural 

behaviour of a building in order to know exactly its fire safety level. In actual fire safety 

engineering, there exist two major assessment approaches to evaluate the mechanical response 

of structures or structural members exposed to fire (see figure 3). 

• As it is well known, the fire tests are always the available way to obtain the mechanical 

response of structures or structural members. Whatever the cost of them is, they will remain 

as a very useful tool to investigate the mechanical behaviour of structures exposed to fire 

• On the other hand, it is more and more common for engineers to predict the mechanical 

performance of structures or structural members exposed to fire by means of design rules 

which are also the main aim of actual presentation 
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Figure 3 Assessment of mechanical response of structures in fire 
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2 GENERAL APPLICATION PRINCIPLES OF FIRE DESIGN TO STEEL AND 
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES 

2.1 Basic application features related to fire assessment of mechanical response of steel and 
composite structures 

As far as steel and composite structures are concerned, the assessment of their mechanical 

response under fire situation by means of design according to Eurocodes, needs to have a good 

knowledge of following features: 

• First of all, the determination of the relevant mechanical loading that a structure is subjected 

to under fire situation 

• Secondly, the appropriate temperature dependant material properties, such as stress-strain 

relationships, young’s modulus, yield strength at elevated temperatures 

• Thirdly, different design possibilities and their application domains with both simple 

calculation rules and advanced fire safety engineering tools 

• Finally, specific points, such as special construction details, connection components of 

different structural members, which are not taken into account directly in normal fire design 

rules but extremely important to ensure an enough fire safety level 

2.2 Mechanical loading - Combination according to Eurocodes 

Under fire situation, the applied loads to structures can be obtained according to following 

formula (see relation 6.11b of EN1990): 
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where: 

Gk,j: characteristic values of permanent actions 

Qk,1: characteristic leading variable action  

Qk,i: characteristic values of accompanying variable actions 

ψ1,1: factor for frequent value of a variable action  

ψ2,i: factor for quasi-permanent values of variable actions 

 

The recommended values of ψ1 and ψ2 are given in table A1.1 of EN1990 but could be 

modified in National Annex. 
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Another important notation largely used in fire design methods of Eurocodes is the load level for 

the fire situation t,fiη  which is defined as 
d

fi,d

t,fi
E

E
=η  with dE  and fi,dE  respectively design effect 

of actions at room temperature design and design effect of actions for the fire situation. It can be 

alternatively determined by: 

Q + G

Q + G

k,1Q,1kG

k,1fi,1k

t,fi
γγ

ψ
=η  

where γQ,1
 is the partial factor for leading variable action 1. 

 

In fact, the load level fiη  depends strongly on the factor ψ1,1
 which varies as function of building 

categories. In EN1993-1-2 (fire part for steel structures) and EN1994-1-2 (fire part for composite 

structures), following figure (figure 4) is provided to show clearly the influence of both load ratio 

Qk,1 / Gk  and the factor ψ1,1
 on load level. 
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Figure 4 Variation of the reduction factor ηfi with the load ratio Qk,1 / Gk   

 

In addition to above method for calculating the load level t,fiη , another more realistic and more 

practical way of determining it is: 

 

d

fi,d

t,fi
R

E
=η  

where dR  is the loadbearing capacity in room temperature design and there is certainly dd RE ≤ . 

The load level obtained from above relation is in general less important than with design load at 

room temperature design, as a consequence, leading to more economic fire design. 

2.3 Basic material mechanical properties of steel and composite structures at elevated 
temperatures 

2.3.1 Stress-strain relationships of steel at elevated temperatures 

The two basic materials used for steel and composite structures are steel and concrete. It is 

therefore necessary to have their mechanical properties at elevated temperatures. EN1993-1-2 

and EN1994-1-2 have provided detailed information related to these two materials. Concerning 

structural steel, its strength as function of temperature as well as its stress-strain relationships at 

elevated temperatures is illustrated in figure 5. One can find that the steel starts to lose strength 

and stiffness significantly from 400 °C. At 600 °C, its stiffness could be reduced by about 70% 

and its strength reduced by about 50% 

 

The detailed steel’s mechanical properties at elevated temperatures can be obtained using the 

data given in table 3.1 and figure 3.1 of EN1993-1-2. 
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Figure 5 Mechanical properties of structural steel at elevated temperatures 
 

Table 3.1: Reduction factors for stress-strain relationship of carbon steel at 
elevated temperatures 

Reduction factors at temperature θa relative to the value of fy or Ea at 20 °C 

Steel 
temperature 

 

θa 

Reduction factor 
(relative to fy) 

for effective yield 
strength 

ky,θ  =  fy,θ / fy 

Reduction factor 
(relative to fy) 

for proportional limit 

kp,θ  =  fp,θ / fy 

Reduction factor (relative to Ea) 
for the slope of the linear 

elastic range 

kE,θ  =  Ea,θ / Ea 

20 °C 1,000 1,000 1,000 

100 °C 1,000 1,000 1,000 

200 °C 1,000 0,807 0,900 

300 °C 1,000 0,613 0,800 

400 °C 1,000 0,420 0,700 

500 °C 0,780 0,360 0,600 

600 °C 0,470 0,180 0,310 

700 °C 0,230 0,075 0,130 

800 °C 0,110 0,050 0,090 

900 °C 0,060 0,0375 0,0675 

1000 °C 0,040 0,0250 0,0450 

1100 °C 0,020 0,0125 0,0225 

1200 °C 0,000 0,0000 0,0000 

  NOTE: For intermediate values of the steel temperature, linear interpolation may be used. 
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Key: fy,θ effective yield strength; 

 fp,θ proportional limit; 

 Ea,θ slope of the linear elastic range; 

 εp,θ strain at the proportional limit; 

 εy,θ yield strain; 

 εt,θ limiting strain for yield strength; 

 εu,θ ultimate strain. 

Figure 3.1: Stress-strain relationship for carbon steel at elevated temperatures 

 
 

2.3.2 Stress-strain relationships of concrete at elevated temperatures 

Similarly, the mechanical properties of concrete at elevated temperatures can be obtained from 

EN1994-1-2 (see figure 6). If more attention is paid to the compressive strength of concrete at 

elevated temperatures, one can find easily that it falls gradually to about 50% of its room 

temperature strength at 600°C so quite similar to structural steel. 

 

The detailed information to establish concrete’s mechanical properties at elevated temperatures 

is given in table 3.1 and figure 3.1 of EN1994-1-2. 
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Figure 6 Mechanical properties of normal weight concrete at elevated temperatures 
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Table 3.3: Values for the two main parameters of the stress-strain 
relationships of normal weight concrete (NC) and light weight concrete 

(LC) at elevated temperatures 

c,c,c ffk θθ =  Concrete Temperature 

cθ  [°C] NC LC 

3

,cu 10.θε   

NC 

20 1 1 2,5 

100 1 1 4,0 

200 0,95 1 5,5 

300 0,85 1 7,0 

400 0,75 0,88 10,0 

500 0,60 0,76 15,0 

600 0,45 0,64 25,0 

700 0,30 0,52 25,0 

800 0,15 0,40 25,0 

900 0,08 0,28 25,0 

1000 0,04 0,16 25,0 

1100 0,01 0,04 25,0 

1200 0 0 - 

 

2.3.3 Thermal expansion of steel and concrete 

Parallel to mechanical properties, the thermal expansion behaviour needs to be taken into 

account in a lot of fire safety engineering application cases, in particular with advanced 

calculation models. 

Concerning this feature, EN1993-1-2 and EN1994-1-2 recommend to use the expansion curves 

given in figure 7 respectively for steel and concrete. The mathematic expression of these curves 

is given in figure 7. 
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Figure 7 Thermal expansion of steel and concrete (EN1992-1-2, EN1993-1-2 and EN1994-1-2) 

The detailed equation to establish above curve is given below. 
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2
a

8
a

54 10.4,010.2,110.416,2/ θ+θ+−=∆ −−−λλ  for 20 °C < aθ  ≤ 750 °C 

310.11/ −=∆ λλ   for 750 °C < aθ  ≤ 860 °C 

a
53 10.210.2,6/ θ+−=∆ −−λλ  for 860 °C < aθ  ≤ 1200 °C 

Steel 

Or in simple way: ( )2010.14/ a
6 −θ=∆ −λλ  

3
c

11
c

64 10.3,210.910.8,1/ θ+θ+−=∆ −−−λλ  for 20 °C  ≤ cθ  ≤ 700 °C 

310.14/ −=∆ λλ  for 700 °C  < cθ ? ≤ 1200 °C Concrete 

Or in simple way: ( )2010.18/ c
6 −θ=∆ −λλ  

where: 

 

λ  is the length at 20°C of the steel or concrete member 
λ∆  is the temperature induced elongation of the steel or concrete member 

aθ  and cθ  are respectively the steel or concrete temperature  

  

2.4 Design approach for mechanical response of structures in fire situation 

Concerning the design of mechanical response of structures exposed to fire, it can be reached by 

following three approaches (see also figure 8): 

• Member analysis, in which each member of the structure will be assessed by considering 

them fully separated from other members and the connection condition with other members 

will be replaced by appropriate boundary conditions 

• Analysis of parts of the structure, in which a part of the structure will be directly taken into 

account in the assessment by using appropriate boundary conditions to reflect its links with 

other parts of the structure 

• Global structural analysis, in which the whole structure will be used in the assessment 

global structural analysisglobal structural analysisglobal structural analysis

member analysis (mainly

when verifying standard fire

resistance requirements)
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member analysis (mainly
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Figure 8 Different design approaches for mechanical response of structures in fire 

Regarding above design procedures to assess the mechanical response of structures in fire, 

following remarks may be made: 

• The member analysis will be applied to isolated structure element (element by element) so 

easy to use in particular with simplified calculation methods and therefore largely used 

under nominal fire condition (for example: ISO-834 standard fire) 

• The analysis of parts of the structure or global structural analysis will consider at least 

several structural members together so that the interaction effect between them will be 

directly dealt with; load redistribution from heated parts (weakened parts inside fire 
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compartment) to cold parts (stronger parts outside fire compartment) can be taken into 

account in accurate way and the global behaviour of structures will be analysed providing 

therefore more realistic situation of mechanical response of structures in fire.  
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Figure 9 Comparison of different design approaches for mechanical response of structures in 

fire 

According to current Eurocodes, three types of design methods can be used to assess the 

mechanical behaviour of structures under fire situation in different design approaches explained 

above. One can find notably: 

• Simple calculation method based on predefined tabulated data, this method is only 

applicable to steel and concrete composite structures 

• Simple calculation models, this type of design method can be divided into two different 

families, the first one is the famous critical temperature method widely applied to steel 

structural member analysis and the second one is all the simple mechanical models 

developed for both steel and composite structural member analysis. 

• Advanced calculation models, this kind of design tools can be applied to all types of 

structures and they are in general based on either finite element method or finite difference 

method. In modern fire safety engineering, it becomes more and more employed design 

approach due to the numerous advantages that it can provide. 

Before going into the detailed application of all above design methods, it is extremely important 

to get a good idea about the application domain of these design methods. The table given in 

figure 10 shows clearly the different application possibilities of three fire assessment methods 

under nominal (standard) fire condition. One can find easily that for member analysis, all three 

assessment methods may be applied. In very few cases, the simple calculation method can be 

also applied to the analysis of the mechanical resistance of a part of the structure subjected to 

fire, for example, simple steel portal frames. Therefore, the simple calculation methods are 

practically limited only to member analysis. Even under nominal fire situations, the fire design 

with complicated structures should be realised in general by using advanced calculation models. 
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Figure 10 Application domain of different design methods under standard fire situation 

Under natural fire conditions, the application of simple calculation methods is largely limited 

since the heating behaviour of the member is fully different from that under standard fire 

condition. That’s the reason why the table given in figure 11 shows a majority of negative 

applicable situation with simple calculation methods. The only example in which they can be 

used is the steel members with or without passive fire protection fully engulfed in fire. 

 

Nevertheless, the application of advanced numerical models in case of natural fire conditions 

will not be limited due to the fact that they can predict both the accurate thermal response of all 

structural members subjected to variable thermal actions and the mechanical response of 

structural members, parts of the structure or entire structure by taking into account the real 

material strength and stiffness reduction factors, thermal expansion effect, temperature gradient, 

etc. 
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Figure 11 Application field of different design methods under natural fire situation 

 

All above application procedures and strategy are also clearly defined in all Eurocodes (see 

figure 12 shown below) 
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Figure 12 Alternative design procedures 

 
3 PRINCIPLE DESCRIPTION OF CALCULATION MODELS FOR MEMBER 

ANALYSIS OF STEEL AND COMPOSITE STRUCTURES 

3.1 Tabulated data 

After having a good idea about the application domain of all design methods, it could be 

interesting to get a clear idea about the application principle of these design approaches. Let’s 

start first of all from one of the mostly used simple calculation methods for steel and concrete 

composite member analysis, the tabulated data. 

 

As it is shown in figure 13, this type of design model is applicable to following structural 

members: 

• Steel and concrete composite beams with partially or fully concrete encasement of steel 

beams 

• Steel and concrete composite columns with partially or fully concrete encased profiles 

• Steel and concrete composite columns with concrete filled steel hollow sections (CHS or 

RHS)  
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Figure 13 Application domain of design methods with tabulated data 

What is the content of the design method with tabulated data for steel and concrete composite 

member analysis? It uses predefined values based mainly on standard fire test results and 

improved with analytical investigation as shown in figure 14. All the values relate together the 

specific standard fire ratings, the load level, the minimum dimensions of member section, the 

necessary reinforcing steel area and its minimum concrete cover in one or more tables in order 

to obtain quickly the member size to be used for a determined fire duration. 

 

The most important advantage of this method is the easiness of its application and it shall give 

safer results compared to other simple calculation models or advanced calculation models. As a 

consequence, people as architects or engineers can apply it during the pre-design of a building 

to get the approximate minimum section size of structural members under fire situation. 
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Figure 14 What is the design method with tabulated data (example of partially encased concrete 

composite columns) 

The application of simple calculation method with tabulated data can be made under two 

different situations (see figure 15), one for verification case where the dimension of structural 

members is already known and another one for pre-design case where only the design action is 

defined. 

In verification cases, the cross section dimensions of structural member as well as the 

loadbearing capacity of the member dR are already know, one can calculate the mechanical 

action in fire situation d,fiE  in order to derive the load level dd,fit,fi RE=η . From the value of 
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load level and the dimension and construction requirements of cross section of the member, the 

tabulated data gives the fire rating to be provided by the member. 

In pre-design cases, the cross section dimensions of structural member are not defined. On the 

contrary, one knows the effects of actions dE  and d,fiE  from the appropriate load combination 

for room temperature and fire designs. In this case, one can adopt safely that the load level 

dd,fit,fi EE=η . Based on this value and the standard fire rating, the minimum cross section 

dimensions as well as relevant construction condition of the member can be defined. Then such 

defined cross section will be checked for room temperature design, that is dd ER ≥ . 

Section dimension
reinforcing steel
concrete cover

Section dimension
reinforcing steel
concrete cover

Section dimension
reinforcing steel
concrete cover

ηηηηfi,t = Efi.d / Rdηηηηfi,t = Efi.d / Rdηηηηfi,t = Efi.d / Rd

Efi.dEfi.dEfi.d

Rd of θθθθ20°CRd of θθθθ20°C

VERIFICATION PRE-DESIGN

Section dimension
reinforcing steel
concrete cover

Section dimension
reinforcing steel
concrete cover

Section dimension
reinforcing steel
concrete cover

ηηηηfi,t = Efi.d / Edηηηηfi,t = Efi.d / Edηηηηfi,t = Efi.d / Ed

Efi.d and EdEfi.d and Ed

Rd ≥≥≥≥ EdRd ≥≥≥≥ Ed

Standard fire ratingStandard fire rating

Standard fire ratingStandard fire rating
 

Figure 15 Application of tabulated data in fire design under two different situations 

3.2 Simple calculation models 

Compared to design method with tabulated data, the simple calculation models may be applied 

to both steel and steel and concrete composite members, so it covers an application domain 

much larger than tabulated data. 

 

As it is shown in figure 16, this type of design model is applicable to following structural 

members: 

• Almost all types of steel members, such as the tensile elements, beams, columns etc with or 

without passive fire protection 

• Steel and concrete composite beams with or without concrete encasement of steel profiles 
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ColumnsBeams (steel or composite) ColumnsBeams (steel or composite)

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

Figure 16 Application domain of design methods with simple calculation models 

The design method with simple calculation models can be divided into three following families: 

• members subjected to either axial force or bending moment without any instability problem, 

in this case, the simple calculation model is based on plastic diagram of cross section at 

elevated temperatures 

• members under simple axial compression force but implying instability phenomenon, such 

as axially loaded slender columns, in this case, the simple calculation method is generally 

based on buckling curve approach adapted for fire situation 

• members subjected to combined bending and axial compression, such as slender columns 

under eccentric load, long beams with lateral buckling, etc, for this type of members, the 

simple calculation model takes into account the combination effect of bending and 

compression by combining above two models for simple loading condition  

3.2.1 Example of simple calculation models – steel and concrete composite beams exposed to 
fire 

 

One typical example of first family members is the simply supported steel and concrete 

composite beam as shown in figure 17. In the simple calculation model, the temperature of steel 

section may have three different values corresponding to lower flange, web and upper flange of 

steel section and for the temperature of concrete slab one dimensional temperature gradient 

through its thickness is considered. In this case, it is quite easy to establish the plastic stress 

equilibrium diagram and calculate bending moment resistance of its cross section from which 

the loadbearing capacity of the beam may be derived. 
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Figure 17 Example of steel and concrete composite beams exposed to fire 

3.2.2 Example of simple calculation models – partially concrete encased composite columns 
exposed to fire 

Another typical example of simple calculation models is the steel and concrete composite 

columns with partially concrete encased profiles (see figure 18). 

 

In general, following points are expected: 

• Loadbearing capacity may be simply defined in relating axial plastic section resistance at 

elevated temperatures Rd,pl,fiN  with reduction coefficient of relevant buckling curve ( )θλχ  

• The reduction coefficient of relevant buckling curve ( )θλχ  depends on the relative 

slenderness in fire situation θλ  which in turn is related to axial plastic section resistance 

Rd,pl,fiN , effective rigidity of cross section ( ) fi,effEI  and the buckling length fiL  at elevated 

temperatures 

Lfi

P

Lfi

P

 

Load capacity:   Nfi.Rd  =  χχχχ(λλλλθθθθ) Nfi.pl.Rd 
 

with: 
Relative slenderness: λλλλθθθθ  = (Nfi.pl.Rd / Nfi.cr) 

0.5 
 

Plastic load:    Nfi.pl.Rd   = ∑∑∑∑ Aai fay,θθθθi /γγγγM,fi,a + ∑∑∑∑ Acj fc,θθθθj /γγγγM,fi,c + ∑∑∑∑ Ask fs,θθθθk /γγγγM,fi,s 
 

Euler buckling load:  Nfi.cr = ππππ² (E I)eff,fi / Lfi² 
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Figure 18 Example of the design method with simple calculation models for partially concrete 

encased composite columns 
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It can be found that in case of members having instability problem, their fire resistance should 

be evaluated not only on the basis of strength at elevated temperatures but also with stiffness 

included. 

3.3 Critical temperature method 

Among simple calculation models given in Eurocodes 3 and 4, one can find a specific method 

called as “critical temperature method”. In principle, this method is applicable only to structural 

members comprising steel section heated uniformly or with slight temperature gradient. As a 

consequence, this method may be applied to following structural members (see figure 19): 

• Protected or non protected steel or composite beams with steel section exposed to four or 

three sides 

• Steel columns with or without passive fire protection engulfed entirely in fire 

• Tensile members exposed to fire 

ColumnsBeams (steel and composite) ColumnsBeams (steel and composite)

 

Figure 19 Application domain of the design method with critical temperature 

The critical temperature method is in fact based on simple calculation models for steel members 

heated uniformly. In this case, it is not difficult to understand that the strength of the member at 

elevated temperatures t,d,fiR  can be obtained by multiplying the member resistance at 20°C 

o,d,fiR  with the strength reduction factor θ,yk , that is 0,d,fi,yt,d,fi RkR θ≥ . 

On the other hand, the fire resistance of the member is satisfied if d,fit,d,fi ER ≥ . From this 

relation, one can easily have 0,d,fi0t,d,fi RR µ≥  (see figure 20) with 0,d,fid,fi0 RE=µ  defined as 

utilisation level. Therefore, to have an enough fire resistance of the member, there must be 

0,yk µ≥θ . In case where 0,yk µ=θ  (also the optimum case to satisfy required fire resistance), the 

corresponding temperature crθ  is defined as critical temperature. 

This critical temperature may be obtained on the basis of the values of θ,yk  given in table 3.1 of 

EN1993-1-2. However, in most cases, interpolation is necessary to get the exact critical 

temperature value. In order to overcome this inconvenience, a simple formula based directly on 

utilisation level 0µ  is proposed to calculate very quickly the critical temperature, namely:  

4821  
0,9674

1
n19.39

0

3,833cr +











−

µ
=θ λ  

If two curves respectively with θ,yk  and 0µ  versus temperature are established in the same 

figure (see figure 20), one can find that they are almost overlapped showing the validity of using 

Gelöscht: 0µ  

Gelöscht: pr
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this formula to determine the critical temperature of any appropriate structural member exposed 

to fire. 

 

Figure 20: Principle of the design method with critical temperature 

In practical fire design, the critical temperature method may be applied according to following 

steps (see figure 21): 

• First of all, it is necessary to determine the effect of action under fire situation d,fiE  

• Secondly, the design resistance dR  or the design action dE  should be calculated 

• Thirdly, the corresponding load level t,fiη  may be obtained using dd,fit,fi RE=η  

• Then, the utilisation level 0µ  can be easily determined with Mfi,Mt,fi0 γγη=µ  

• Finally the critical temperature crθ  may be calculated directly with 

4821  
0,9674

1
n19.39

0

3,833cr +











−

µ
=θ λ  or with a small iterative application procedure 

(limited to two iterations) of this relation 

Particular attention should be paid here to the calculation of utilisation level 0µ  from load level 

t,fiη . The difference between them is that the utilisation level 0µ  is determined with respect to 

the fire resistance at time 0 o,d,fiR , so at room temperature but with safety factor fi,Mγ  in fire 

situation; on the contrary, the load level t,fiη  is determined using dR , the ultimate resistance in 

room temperature design so with corresponding safety factor Mγ  which is different from fi,Mγ  

(see figure 21). Consequently, there is fi,MMd0,d,fi RR γγ=  from which: 

M

fi,M

t,fi

M

fi,M

d

fi,d

fi,MMd

fi,d

0,fi,d

fi,d

0
R

E

R

E

R

E

γ

γ
η=

γ

γ
=

γγ
==µ  

One important remark is that the utilisation level 0µ  is generally lower than load level t,fiη  since 

Mγ  is usually higher than fi,Mγ . 

Gelöscht: ¶

� According to simple calculation models, for 
heated steel members

� On the other hand, fire resistance should satisfy:

� In particular, when 
corresponding temperature is 

defined as critical temperature 

θθθθcr = 39.19 ln
0.9674

θθθθcr = 39.19 ln
0.9674

Rfi,d,t ≥≥≥≥ Efi,d =
Rfi,d,0

Efi,d
Rfi,d,t ≥≥≥≥ Efi,d =

Rfi,d,0

Efi,d
Rfi,d,t ≥≥≥≥ Efi,d =

Rfi,d,0

Efi,d

� In prEN1993-1-2, a simple formula 
is given to determine critical

temperature θθθθcr
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Figure 21 How to apply critical temperature method in fire design 

One has certainly noticed in previous figure (see figure 21) that the critical temperature crθ  

should be obtained by an iterative rather than a direct calculation. How can this situation occur? 

Let’s have a look of a steel column exposed to fire (see figure 22). 

• If the column is short enough so that its buckling will not be present, its strength at elevated 

temperatures can be simply calculated by fi,Mymax,yRd,t,fi,b fAkN γ= θ . In this case, the 

strength of the column versus temperature will depend only on the strength reduction factor 

θ,yk  since all other values are fixed parameters. 

• Otherwise, if the column is slender so that it will be subjected to buckling failure at elevated 

temperatures, its strength at elevated temperatures should be calculated by 

( ) fi,Mymax,yRd,t,fi,b fAkN γλχ= θθ . Under this circumstance, the strength of the column versus 

temperature will depend on both the strength reduction factor θ,yk  and the relative 

slenderness under fire situation θλ  which varies as a function of not only strength, that is 

θ,yk  but also stiffness, namely θ,Ek  because there is 5,0
,E,y ]k/k[ θθθ λ=λ . As a 

consequence, it is no longer possible to obtain in a direct calculation the critical temperature 

crθ which depends only on θ,yk  and a simple iterative procedure (maximum two iterations) 

is needed to find the accurate crθ  in case of instability problem. 

The iterative procedure explained above seems to be troublesome to apply the critical 

temperature method. In order to avoid it, it is possible to take a fixed and safe value for 
5,0

,E,y ]k/k[ θθ
 so that 5,0

,E,y ]k/k[ θθθ λ=λ  will no longer vary with temperature and the direct 

calculation of critical temperature becomes applicable even in case of instability phenomenon. 
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• Short column
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• As a consequence, simple iterative procedure is needed 

to find the accurate θθθθa,max in case of instability problem  

Figure 22 What is the reason to use both direct and iterative calculation to obtain the critical 

temperature 

3.4 Advanced calculation models 

As far as advanced calculation models are concerned, in principle, they can be applied for any 

type of structural member analysis in fire design. However, following features have to be 

considered: 

• Advanced calculation methods for mechanical response should be based on the 

acknowledged principles and assumptions of the theory of structural mechanics, taking into 

account the changes of mechanical properties with temperature 

• Any potential failure modes not covered by the advanced calculation method (including 

local buckling and failure in shear) should be eliminated by appropriate means. For 

example, in case of numerical analysis using beam elements 

• Advanced calculation methods may be used in association with any heating curve, provided 

that the material properties are known for the relevant temperature range 

• The effects of thermally induced strains and stresses both due to temperature rise and due to 

temperature differentials, should be considered 

• The model for mechanical response should also take account of: 

- the combined effects of mechanical actions, geometrical imperfections and thermal actions 

- the temperature dependent mechanical properties of the material, see section 3 

- geometrical non-linear effects 

- the effects of non-linear material properties, including the unfavourable effects of loading 

and unloading on the structural stiffness 

One typical application example of advanced calculation model is given in figure 23 which 

concerns a cellular steel beam exposed to standard fire. The necessity to use the advanced 

calculation model is due to the fact that none of all existing simple rules of Eurocodes covers 

this kind of member. The only way for the time being to solve the problem is to resort to 

advanced calculation models. However, before applying the advanced calculation models, it is 

necessary to validate them against relevant fire tests not only on global behaviour (deflection, 

failure time, etc) but also the detailed failure mode of the member during fire exposure. One can 

find from the example given in figure 23 that all these conditions may be fulfilled quite easily if 

appropriate advanced numerical models are adopted. 
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Figure 23 Application example of advanced calculation models for fire design (cellular beam) 

 

4 PRINCIPLE DESCRIPTION OF GLOBAL STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

4.1 General application rules of fire design by global structural analysis 

The global structural analysis is more and more employed in model fire safety engineering. As a 

consequence, Eurocodes have provided precise rules of how to realise this type of analysis. 

Regarding the analysis of mechanical response using this approach, following features should 

be taken into account: 

• First of all, global structural analysis needs in most cases to use advanced calculation 

models 

• It is important to choose an appropriate structural modelling strategy (size, type, etc) 

• The existing boundary conditions should be rightly represented 

• The loading condition of modelled structure must correspond to that for fire situation 

• Material models used in numerical modelling should be representative of real material 

behaviour at elevated temperatures 

• In case of modelling part of a structure, the restrained condition provided by no-modelled 

parts of the structure should be taken into consideration in appropriate way 

• It is necessary to provide a deep analysis of numerical results and from which a detailed 

check of failure criteria must be realised 

• A review of features which are not dealt with in direct analysis shall be made in order to 

have a consistency between numerical model and constructional details 

All above features will be explained in detail in following figures for a real application example 

of global structural analysis in a fire safety engineering project. 

4.2 Application requirement of advanced calculation model in global structural analysis of 
steel and composite structures 

For steel and composite structures, the application of the global structural analysis needs to pay 

attention to following points: 

• Regarding material models, one must think of: 

- strain composition with several strain components at elevated temperatures 

- kinematical material model for temperature evolution 

- strength of certain material such as concrete during cooling phase 
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• The transient heating regime of structures during fire requires to use step by step iterative 

solution procedure rather than a steady state analysis for a given time instant 

• The existing boundary conditions should be rightly represented 

• The loading condition of modelled structure must correspond to that for fire situation 

• Material models used in numerical modelling should be representative of real material 

behaviour at elevated temperatures 

• When doing advanced calculation for fire design of steel and composite structures, it must 

be always careful about certain specific features which in general are not taken into account 

in direct modelling, such as the reinforcing steel rupture due to excessive elongation, 

cracking and crushing of concrete, joint resistance, connection between steel and concrete, 

etc. 

4.2.1 Strain composition of material model in advanced numerical modelling 

In advanced numerical modelling for global structural analysis of steel and composite 

structures, it has to be kept in mind that the strain of any element exposed to fire is composed of 

several components and they may be expressed explicitly using following relation: (see figure 

24) 

rtrctht )( ε+ε+ε+ε+ε=ε σ  

where: 

tε is the total strain 

thε is the strain due to thermal elongation 

σε is the strain due to stress 

cε is the strain due to creep effect at elevated temperatures 

trε is the strain due to transient and non uniform heating regime for concrete 

rε is the strain due to residual stress often present in steel 

 

In Eurocodes, the creep strain as well as the transient strain is all considered to be included 

implicitly in stress-strain relationships of corresponding material at elevated temperatures. In 

addition, the residual stress is in general also neglected except for some special structural 

analysis. 

εt: total strain
εt: strain due to thermal elongation
ε
σ
: strain due to stress tensor

εr: strain due to residual stress (if appropriate)
εc: strain due to creep
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Figure 24 Strain composition of material model in advanced numerical modelling 
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4.2.2 Kinematical material model for account of temperature evolution 

Under fire situation, the temperature field of structural members varies versus time. On the other 

hand, all material mechanical properties are more or less temperature dependant. As a 

consequence, during a fire, materials of a structure will behave in such a way that their 

properties change constantly. This type of material behaviour has to be taken into account 

appropriately in advanced calculation models by so called kinematical material model. As far as 

the two main materials of steel and composite structures, that is steel and concrete, are 

concerned, they are two very different materials for which different kinematical rules should be 

applied (see figure 25). 

For steel, the shift from one stress-strain curve to another one due to the change of temperature 

shall be made by staying at a constant plastic strain value between two temperature levels. This 

shift rule remains available under any stress state of steel (tension or compression). 

For concrete, it is much more complicated since it is a material having different behaviour in 

tension and in compression. Therefore, one can use different shift rules based on if the material 

is in tension or in compression (see figure 25). 
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Figure 25 Kinematical material model for account of temperature evolution 

Normally, these material models are already implementaed all relevant advanced calculation 

models for fire safety engineering application. However, it is important for applicators to know 

how to use these material models in their practical application. 

4.2.3 Principle of step by step iterative solution procedure in advanced numerical calculation 

In general, the structural analysis under fire situation is based on ultimate limit state analysis 

which means to establish the equilibrium of the structure between its resistance and applied 

loading for various heating states. However, important displacement of the structure will occur 

inevitably due to both material softening and thermal expansion leading to large material 

plastification. Therefore, advanced fire analysis is no longer linear elastic but non-linear elasto-

plastic calculation in which both strength and stiffness behave non-linearly. From mathematical 

point of view, the solution of such analysis can not be obtained directly and has to use following 

specific procedure (see figure 26): 

• Step by step analysis in order to get the equilibrium state of the structure under various 

instants, so different temperature fields 

• Within each time step, an iterative solution procedure is necessary to find out the 

equilibrium state of the structure behaving in elasto-plastic way. 
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Figure 26 Principle of step by step iterative solution procedure in advanced numerical 

calculation 

4.2.4 Concrete mechanical behaviour during cooling phase 

Another specific point to be noted in the application of advanced calculation models for steel 

and composite structures under natural fire conditions is the material behaviour during cooling 

phase. It is well known that for commonly used steel grades, they are considered as a reversible 

material regarding temperature effect concerning the mechanical properties which mean that 

once heated up and cooling down, they will recover their initial mechanical properties. 

However, this positive phenomenon is no longer true with concrete whose composition will be 

totally modified if heated up to certain temperature level. After cooling down, it can not recover 

its initial strength at all. Moreover, its strength could be even worse than that at maximum 

heating state. As a consequence, EN1994-1-2 has defined special rule to represent this 

phenomenon (see figure 27). According to it, if concrete is heated to over 300 °C, once cooling 

down to 20°C, its residual strength will be decreased by another 10% in addition to strength 

reduction at its maximum heating state. 

This behaviour is quite important since it means that a structure with concrete could go to 

collapse during the cooling phase of a fire. 

For example if θθθθmax ≥≥≥≥ 300 °C

fc,θ,20°C = 0.9 fc,θ max

Linear interpolation applies to fc,θ for θθθθ between θθθθmax and 20°C
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Figure 27 Concrete mechanical behaviour during cooling phase 
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4.3 Application example of global structural analysis of steel and composite structures 

4.3.1 Description of the structure to be investigated 

After the explanation about the application requirement of advanced calculation model in global 

structural analysis of steel and composite structures, it could be more interesting give an 

example of such application in order to get a better understanding of it. The chosen example 

(see figure 28) corresponds to a two-level steel and concrete composite structure composed of 

composite floor system (steel beams connected with composite slab) and steel columns. The 

main dimensions of the structure are the following: 

• Span of secondary beam: 15 m 

• Span of primary beam: 10 m 

• Span of composite slab: 3.33 m 

• Height of first level: 4.2 m 

• Height of second level: 3.2 m 

Under fire situation, one of two-level floor will be heated locally by a natural fire source 

occupying an area of 5 m x 12 m, that is 60 m². 

The fire design will be carried out by using a natural fire rather than a standard fire heating 

regime. 

Standard part of the
floor system

Composite slab

15 m

15 m

15 m

10 m

10 m

10 m

3.2 m

4.2 m

Standard part of the
floor system

Composite slab

15 m

15 m

15 m

10 m

10 m

10 m

3.2 m

4.2 m

Steel deck: 0.75 mm

 

Figure 28 Example of a steel and composite floor structure 

As far as this example is concerned, here are explained only the features related to mechanical 

response analysis of the structure. Other features, such as fire scenario, fire development and 

thermal response of the structure are deliberately neglected. 

4.3.2 Choice of modelled structure and modelling details  

Coming back to the mechanical analysis of this structure exposed to localised natural fire, two 

ways of advanced calculation modelling are possible to deal with this structure, the first one 

corresponding to 2D composite frame model and the second one using more complicated 3D 

composite floor model. There is a necessity to make a choice between above two advanced 

models. Before making a proposal, let us first of all have a review of the advantages and 

disadvantages of the two approaches: 

• 2D composite frame model with only beam elements: 

- load redistribution along composite beam is possible 

- membrane effect of composite slab between parallel beams is not taken into account 
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- several numerical simulations are necessary to deal with one fire scenario 

- computation cost for each numerical simulation is low so high efficiency 

• 3D composite floor model with shell, beam and link elements: 

- membrane effect over whole composite floor is taken into account 

- load redistribution becomes possible with help of shell elements 

- one numerical simulation is enough for one fire scenario 

- computation cost is high because of important number of elements used in the modelling 

Comparing above two modelling strategy, it can be found out that 2D modelling is more 

efficient but certain important mechanical advantages of the composite floor exposed to 

localised heating will not be taken into account which will penalise the fire performance of the 

structure and lead to either a heavier steel structure or a fire protection of it. As a consequence, 

this consideration has given a definitive preferance to 3D modelling. 

However, the application of such complicated calculation model needs to be careful regarding 

their validity against reality. For example, the 3D composite floor model mentionned above has 

been fully validated through different natural fire tests performed in recent ECSC research 

projects with full scale natural fire tests. 
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Figure 29 Validity of 3D composite floor model 

A typical validation case is the natural fire tests on open car parks (see figure 29), one can find 

easily that the 3D model gives better and more realistic results than 2D model.Once decided to 

use 3D modelling strategy, it is then necessary to think to what extent the 3D modelling should 

be because it is impossible to model the whole composite structure in 3D modelling due to too 

high computation cost (up to weeks or months using ordinary computers). 

However, the fact to have a locally heated floor (see figure 30) gives the possibility of using a 

reduced area in the 3D model which corresponds exactly to one of three structural analysis 

procedures proposed by Eurocodes for fire design, namely analysis of part of the structure. In 

this case, let’s take the floor area as small as possible in the numerical modelling which leads to 

a largely reduced modelled part of the structure (one level occupying an area of 15x20=300 m² 

from a two-level structure occupying a ground area of 45x30=1350 m²). 

In addition to above choice of part of the structure, it is also worthwhile to give a word about 

the modelling details adopted. In fact, the composite floor is represented by following finite 

elements: 

• shell element for solid part of composite slab as well as reinforcing steel grid 

• beam-column element for steel members, steel sheet and ribs of composite slab 

• rigid link element for full connection between steel beams and composite slab 
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Figure 30 Choice of part of the structure in advanced calculation model 

4.3.3 Loading and boundary conditions 

After the choice of part of the structure used for fire design, it is necessary to consider two 

following aspects: 

• loading condition of the structure 

• boundary condition of modelled part of the structure 

In room temperature design, the floor is supposed to be submitted to four types of loads: 

• dead load (self weight of the structure, lighting system, etc): G 

• live load: Q 

• wind load: W 

• snow load: S 

Under fire situation, one should consider different load combination to find out the most 

unfavorable one. In case of this structure, since the lateral stability is ensured by separate 

bracing system so the wind effect to the floor may be neglected. Then, there are following 

possibilities to combine dead load G, live load Q and snow load S: 

• Q7.0GS0.0Q7.0GSQG 1,21,1 +=++=Ψ+Ψ+  

• S2.0Q6.0GQSG 1,21,1 ++=Ψ+Ψ+  

Among above load combinations, it has been found that the most unfavorable one is the first 

combination because it leads to more important total load value. 

Regarding the boundary conditions, the modelled structure is not subjected to any initial 

boundary conditions. Nevertheless, because it is only a part of the structure, there are some 

restrained conditions from unmodelled part of the structure to be taken into account. These 

restrained conditions may be represented by equivalent boundary conditions, such as (see figure 

31): 

• fully fixed column bases due to continuous column condition and lower floor staying cold 

• rotation and lateral displacement restrained slab because of the continuity condition of the 

slab 
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Figure 31 Application of mechanical loading as well as boundary condition to modelled part 

of the structure 

4.3.4 Investigation of numerical results 

From the modelled part of the structure, the numerical simulation may be performed to 

investigate its fire performance. As far as the example is concerned, the obtained numerical 

results are shown in figure 32 in which the deformation states of the floor at two different fire 

instants are illustrated. Because the floor is subjected to a localised natural fire heating, one can 

observe easily the consequence of the fire development on the displacement behaviour of the 

floor whose maximum vertical deflection increases from 140 mm at 20 minutes of fire to 310 

minutes at 40 minutes of fire. 

   

20 min 

140 mm 

20 min 

140 mm 

40 min 

310 mm 

40 min 

310 mm 

� Total deflection of the floor and check of the  

corresponding failure criteria 

 

Figure 32 Analysis of numerical results of global mechanical behaviour of modelled part of the 

structure 

Then at 60 minutes of fire, the maximum deflection of the floor decreases to 230 mm but the 

deformed area increases because of the fire development. The decrease of deflection is caused 

by the fact that the fire has passed its maximum heating phase and entered the cooling phase 

(see figure 33). 

Concerning the maximum deflection of steel beams, it can be found that it is only 280 mm for 

secondary beams and 110 mm for primary beams which is far away from the defined failure 

criteria limiting the maximum deflection to 20
th
 of the span. From this point of view, the 

performance of the floor can be considered as fully satisfying under corresponding fire scenario. 
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Figure 33 Check of failure criteria related to deflection 

Another failure criterion to be investigated for above modelled structure is the elongation of 

reinforcing steel grid in the composite slab (see figure 34). It has been considered that the 

maximum elongation of reinforcing steel shall not exceed 5%, which, in fact, corresponds to the 

minimum value of elongation capacity of all types of reinforcing steel specified in EN1992-1-2 

(fire part of concrete structure). Moreover, these failure criteria have been validated in two of 

ECSC projects through the numerical modelling of fire tests in real buildings (see references). 

For actual example, the maximum elongation of reinforcing steel grid obtained in numerical 

simulation is 1.4% so much less than 5%. Therefore, this failure criterion is also fully satisfied 

with adopted composite floor. 

Above global structural approaches with advanced numerical models have been largely used in 

several ECSC projects to analyse the fire tests carried out on real scale steel and concrete 

composite buildings. It has been shown that the agreement between this type of advanced 

numerical models and experimental results is fully satisfactory (see references). 

�Check of failure criteria: elongation of reinforcing steel
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// slab span
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Figure 34 Check of failure criteria related to elongation of reinforcing steel 

4.3.5 Requirement of construction details to have consistent and available numerical analysis  

In parallel to numerical analysis, it is extremely important to impose specific construction 

details in order to be consistent with assumptions used in numerical models. For previous 

composite structure, following construction details have been required (see figure 35): 

Gelöscht: pr
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• mechanical link with help of additional reinforcing steel bars between edge as well as 

corner columns and composite slab to strengthen the fire performance of edge part of the 

floor 

• small gap between the lower flange of beams and columns as well as between lower flanges 

of secondary and primary beams in order to benefit hogging moment resistance in case of 

fire 

• simple beam to beam and beam to column joints may be used because of above two 

requirements 

• full shear connection between steel beams and composite slab 

 

Maximum gap of 15 
mm between beam 
and column and 
between lower 
flange of the beam

gap

gap ≤ 15 mm

Maximum gap of 15 
mm between beam 
and column and 
between lower 
flange of the beam

gapgap

gap ≤ 15 mmgap ≤ 15 mm

Reinforcing bars 
between slab
and edge
columns

φφφφ12 in S500

Reinforcing bars 
between slab
and edge
columns

φφφφ12 in S500

 

Figure 35 Consistency between numerical models and construction details 

4.3.6 Real building example designed with help of global structural analysis in fire assessment  

A typical French example is given in figure 36 showing a real construction built based on a fire 

design through global structural analysis with advanced calculation models under natural fire 

conditions. 

For this building, several fire scenarios have been applied and for each scenario, a detailed 

advanced calculation model is established. For all fire scenarios, the failure criterion related to 

deflection of steel beams and elongation of reinforcing steel in composite slab are checked 

carefully. 

This application of fire safety engineering has led to the construction of first so large building 

with fully bare steel structure in France. 

During construction Finished
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Figure 36 Real example of fire design with global structural analysis under natural fire 

condition 

 
5 SPECIFIC CONSIDERATION IN FIRE DESIGN OF STEEL AND COMPOSITE 

STRUCTURES 

In the presentation of above application example, it has been mentioned that in fire design of 

steel and composite structures, specific consideration need to be taken regarding the 

construction details for:  

• joints 

• connections between concrete and steel 

In fact, one can easily understand that the fire design based on global structural analysis assume 

that the integrity of the structure must be guaranteed. If it is not the case, the fundamental of this 

type of analysis will be no longer true. In addition, under any circumstance, it is not acceptable 

to have any kind of inadequate global collapse of the structure due to the failure of connection 

elements. 

Another aspect related to joint which should be kept in mind is the possible failure of it during 

the cooling phase. This feature is very important not only for global structural analysis under 

natural fire which may have one part of the structure still heated up and another part of it 

already entering the cooling phase but also for standard fire design of steel and composite 

structures which must consider the real fire performance in any way. 

In EN1993-1-2 (fire part of Eurocode 3) and EN1994-1-2 (fire part of Eurocode 4), either 

simple calculation model or construction details is recommended for fire design of joint, 

connections. One of typical examples concerns the joint detail of composite structure between 

beam and column (see figure 37). In fact, it is proposed to use a very small gap between the 

lower flange of steel beam and steel column. As a consequence, under room temperature 

condition, the joint is considered as a simple bolted joint because the deflection of the beam is 

very limited. However, under fire situation, due to both temperature bowing effect and loss of 

strength it will undergo large deflection leading to an important rotation at support. In case of a 

small gap between the lower flange and steel column, the lower flange of the beam will easily 

enter in contact with the column creating therefore together with the reinforcing steel bars in the 

concrete slab a hogging moment resistance of the beam. This additional hogging moment 

resistance will increase largely the fire resistance of the beam. 
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Figure 37 Example of constructional details to get hogging moment resistance in fire situation 

according to EN1994-1-2 
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Besides the connection between steel beams and concrete slab in case of composite structures, 

another typical example is the connection between steel and concrete in case of partially 

concrete encased composite beams. In order to have an enough connection resistance so that the 

additional steel bars are capable to work together with steel profile, EN1994-1-2 has 

recommended the construction details shown in figure 38. The main purpose of these 

construction details is not only to create a mechanical connection between different components 

of the beam but also to provide a protection system against concrete spalling, a very negative 

behaviour of concrete during fire exposure which in this case could lead to the direct exposure 

of reinforcing steel to fire. 

A lot of other construction details exist. Under any circumstance, in the fire design, engineer 

should pay particular attention to them in order to get the best fire safety solution of steel and 

composite structures. 

�Connection between steel profile and encased concrete
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Figure 38 Example of constructional details to have enough connection resistance between steel 

and concrete in fire situation according to EN1994-1-2 
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